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ABSTRACT
Under the auspices of the Cooperative Program for Operational Meteorology, Education and Training, pilot research
has been conducted from 1991 to 1996 on operational methods for producing Probabilistic Quantitative Precipitation
Forecasts (PQPFs) and Probabilistic River Stage Forecasts (PRSFs). The first integrated forecasts were produced using
operational data and models of the National Weather Service on 19 October 1996. The PQPF was for a 24-h period and
the PRSFs were for lead times of 1, 2, and 3 days. This article discusses these pilot forecasts, their interpretation, and
their advantages to forecasters and end users with regard to communicating uncertainties and making decisions.

All those whose duty it is to issue regular daily forecasts know that there are times when they feel very confident and other times when they are doubtful as to the coming weather. It seems to me that the condition of
confidence or otherwise forms a very important part of the prediction, and ought tofindexpression.
—W. E. Cooke (1906)
1 . Introduction
On 19 October 1996, the first probabilistic forecasts
of river stages for lead times of 1, 2, and 3 days were
produced from routine operational data and models of
the National Weather Service (NWS). This event concluded six years of pilot research conducted jointly by
the University of Virginia, the Weather Service Forecast Office (WSFO) in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and
the River Forecast Center (RFC) in Wilmington, Ohio.
The research has been coordinated by the NWS Eastern Region Headquarters and supported by the Cooperative Program for Operational Meteorology, Education and Training (COMET). The primary research
results are a conceptual design of the probabilistic hydrometeorological forecast system and methodologies
for producing Probabilistic Quantitative Precipitation
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Forecasts (PQPFs) and Probabilistic River Stage Forecasts (PRSFs).
The system design fulfills the need for a scientifically based approach to integration of precipitation
forecasting with river forecasting and to quantification
of forecast uncertainty (Zevin 1994). The ultimate operational objectives are to increase the lead time of
river forecasts and to provide the end users with probability distributions needed for making optimal decisions
under conditions of uncertainly (Krzysztofowicz 1993a).
The probabilistic forecasts of river stages have formats tailored to deciding watches, warnings, and
emergency actions in flood situations. They are to help
save lives and mitigate property damage—a central
mission of the NWS River and Flood Program (Larson
et al. 1995). These short-term forecasts complement
other products that the NWS has been developing to
forecast rivers probabilistically, in particular, ensembles for extended streamflow prediction out to
several months (Day 1985; Ingram et al. 1995; National Weather Service 1997). Regardless of their
source, probabilistic forecasts of floods are likely to
have a similar format, which is dictated by requirements of warning-response systems.
243
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The purpose of this article is to introduce the concept of probabilistic hydrometeorological forecasts to
a broad audience, including forecasters and users. The
pilot real-time products provide a case study. The discussion concentrates on (i) the interpretation of probabilistic forecasts, (ii) deficiencies of deterministic forecasts, and (iii) advantages, to forecasters and end users, that probabilistic forecasts offer with regard to
communicating uncertainties and making decisions.
The users referred to throughout the article are the
"sophisticated" ones, such as emergency management
organizations, industries, and companies operating
waterways, who utilize decision support systems capable of processing complex information. Among
those users are NWS offices, which in the future will
use probabilistic forecasts to prepare watches, warnings, and statements for the general public.

W is treated as a continuous random variable that may
take on any nonnegative value, W > 0. The forecasting procedure outputs three estimates of W, called the
exceedance fractiles and denoted (%75, x50, x25). They
are defined in terms of probability P of the exceedance
events:
P(W>x15) = 0.75,
P(W>x5Q) = 0.50,
P(W>x25) = 0.25.

(1)

On 19 October 1996, the exceedance fractiles were
(0.40 in., 1.36 in., 1.70 in.), and they conveyed the
following information to the user. In the judgment of
the forecaster, given all information available at the
time of forecast preparation, there is a 75% chance that
the 24-h basin average precipitation amount W will
exceed 0.40 in., there is a 50% chance that W will exceed 1.36 in., and there is a 25% chance that W will
2. Probabilistic quantitative
exceed 1.70 in.
An alternative interpretation focuses at the median,
precipitation forecast
jc50, and the 50% credible interval between x15 and x25.
A PQPF was produced by the WSFO, Pittsburgh, Specifically, the forecast can be conveyed as follows:
according to a methodology that has been tested opera- there is a 50-50 chance that W will be either below or
tionally since August 1990 (Krzysztofowicz and Drake above 1.36 in., and there is a 50% chance that W will
1992,1993; Krzysztofowicz et al. 1993). The primary be between 0.40 and 1.70 in. Here the median, 1.36
guidance came from the 24-h QPF prepared by the in., constitutes a point estimate of W, whereas the 50%
Hydrometeorological Prediction Center (Funk 1991; credible interval, 1.70 in. - 0.40 in. = 1.30 in., provides
Olson et al. 1995). The quantification of uncertainty was a measure of uncertainty about the median: the wider
aided by a local climatic guidance (Krzysztofowicz the interval, the larger the uncertainty. Finally, the inand Sigrest 1997; Krzysztofowicz and Pomroy 1997). terpretation can focus at the extreme events: the chance
The PQPF was for the Upper Allegheny River basin is 25% that W will be below 0.40 in., and the chance
above Eldred, Pennsylvania. The basin covers 550 is 25% that W will be above 1.70 in.
square miles (1425 km2) of mountainous terrain with
The actual basin average precipitation amount, eselevation ranging from 1417 ft (432 m) to around timated from rain-gauge observations, was 1.46 in.
2500 ft (762 m) above sea level. Because
the basin is relatively small (equivalent
to a square of 37.7 km x 37.7 km), the
TABLE 1. Probabilistic quantitative precipitation forecast for the Upper Alprecipitation is lumped into a single in- legheny River basin issued on 19 October 1996 for the 24-h period beginning at
put. The PQPF consists of two parts, as 1200 UTC.
shown in Table 1. The first part is a
24-h
Disaggregation into 6-h subperiods
probabilistic forecast of a precipitation
amount
Variable
amount; the second part is a determinis(in.)
tic forecast of a temporal disaggregation.
a. Precipitation amount forecast
The first predictand, denoted W, is the
basin average precipitation amount accumulated during the 24-h period, 12001200 UTC. At the time of forecast preparation, this amount is uncertain and hence
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Actual magnitude

1.46

Exceedance fractiles:xnt

0.40
1.36
1.70

Expected fractions

0.29

0.50

0.20

0.01

0.00

0.10

0.40

0.50
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Thus the assessed median of 1.36 in. turned out to be
a close estimate, even though 24 h earlier there was a
substantial uncertainty about this estimate, which
prompted the forecaster to assess a wide 50% credible
interval of 1.30 in. None of these assessments implies
anything about the goodness of the PQPF. As is well
known, an individual probabilistic forecast cannot be
evaluated as right or wrong; the notion of error is likewise inapplicable. One can only statistically evaluate
the goodness of a set of forecasts (Lichtenstein et al.
1982).

was in the timing of the precipitation event: the forecast placed the most intense precipitation 12 h later
than it actually occurred.

+ 0 2 + 0 3 + 0 4 = 1.

c. Statistical models
In summary, the PQPF for a river basin consists of
seven estimates (x75, x 50 , x 25 ; zv z2, z3, z4). The three
exceedance fractiles provide a probabilistic forecast of
the 24-h precipitation amount; the four expected fractions provide a deterministic forecast of the temporal
disaggregation. This dichotomy, and the choice of
these particular seven estimates, is a result of a compromise between theoretical considerations (whose
objective is to maximize the information contents of
the forecast) and operational considerations (whose
objective is to minimize the complexity of judgmental tasks required of a forecaster and the overall effort
involved in forecast preparation).
To obtain a complete characterization of uncertainty
about Wand (@v 0 2 , 0 3 , 0 4 ), the seven estimates are
processed statistically into parametric distribution
functions, which, in turn, provide an input to a probabilistic river stage forecasting procedure.

The forecasting procedure outputs four estimates
(zv zv zv z 4 ), which are defined in terms of expectation E of the fractions:

3. Probabilistic river stage forecasts

b. Temporal disaggregation forecast
The second predictand is the temporal disaggregation of the 24-h basin average precipitation amount
into four 6-h subperiods: 1200-1800, 1800-0000,
0000-0600, and 0600-1200 UTC. Under the hypothesis that W> 0, the disaggregation is described by four
random variables (O p 0 2 , 0 3 , 0 4 ), where 0. denotes
the uncertain fraction of W that will accumulate during subperiod i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). By definition, the fractions are constrained: 0 < 0 . < 1 for i = 1,2,3,4 and 0 t

The Ohio RFC routinely produces deterministic
river stage forecasts using the National Weather SerThe expected fractions are constrained in the same vice River Forecast System (NWSRFS). This complex
system integrates databases and hydrologic models
manner as the fractions themselves:
that enable one to simulate the response of a river ba0<Z.<1,
i = 1,2,3,4;
(3) sin to precipitation (Fread et al. 1995). A recently
developed Bayesian methodology for probabilistic
river
stage forecasting interfaces with the NWSRFS
z 1 + z 2 + z3 + z 4 = l .
(4)
(Kelly and Krzysztofowicz 1996). The methodology
Thus it is sufficient to assess three estimates, whereas consists of (i) the precipitation uncertainty processor
the fourth estimate can be found from constraint (4). that transforms the PQPF into a probability distribuOn 19 October 1996, the expected fractions were tion of an output from hydrologic models; (ii) the hy(0.00,0.10,0.40,0.50), and they conveyed the follow- drologic uncertainty processor that quantifies
ing information to the user. Given all information uncertainties contributed by sources other than future
available at the time of forecast preparation, the fore- precipitation (such as model, data, input, and paramcaster expects that, whatever the 24-h basin average eter uncertainties); and (iii) the integrator that comprecipitation amount W will be, nothing will accumu- bines the quantifications of the precipitation and
late in the first subperiod, 10% of W will accumulate hydrologic uncertainties into the PRSF. In the pilot
in the second subperiod, 40% of W will accumulate testing of the methodology, the Ohio RFC executed
in the third subperiod, and 50% of W will accumulate simulations on the NWSRFS, whereas the University
of Virginia executed the uncertainty processors and
in the fourth subperiod.
The actual fractions, estimated from 6-h rain-gauge performed all integration and coordination tasks.
observations, were (0.29, 0.50, 0.20, 0.01). It can be Given the PQPF prepared by the WSFO, Pittsburgh,
seen that the main error of the deterministic forecast as the primary input, the PRSFs were produced for the
z. = £(©,),

1 = 1,2,3,4.
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(2)
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gauge in Eldred, Pennsylvania, located on the Upper
Allegheny River.
a. Probabilistic forecasts
The predictand is the river stage Hn to be observed
at 0700 LST on day n (n = 1, 2, 3), counted from day
n = 0 on which the forecast is prepared. Because future precipitation input to the basin is uncertain and
the hydrologic models that simulate the basin response
are imperfect, the future river stage is uncertain as
well,' and hence H n is treated as a continuous random
variable that may take on any value above the gauge
datum.
The PRSF quantifies the total uncertainty about
river stage Hn in terms of an exceedance function
.
For any fixed magnitude hn of the river stage on day
n, this function specifies the probability of Hn exceeding h\
¥ n (h n) = P(Hn > hn' ).
x

x

(5)
'

The exceedance function takes a parametric form:

y „ ( / 0 = exp

K z l n
a.,

K

>

Yn>

(6)

and *Pn (hn ) = 1 for hn < y*n . Above, an > 0 is the scale
parameter, > 0 is the shape parameter, and yn is the
location parameter of the Weibull distribution that was
selected, based on empirical analyses, as the probability model of a river stage.
Expression (6) can be made available to each user
of the PRSFs. Then it suffices to disseminate the values of parameters ( a ,
yn) for the current PRSF, and
y
the user can calculate ¥n(hn) for any magnitude hn of
interest.
For the first three PRSFs, the parameter values are
given in Table 2 and the exceedance functions are plotted in Fig. 1. They were produced from the PQPF and
operational data observed up to 0700 LST on 19 October 1996. Thus the forecast lead times are 24,48, and
72 h. In operation, the forecasts would be ready for
dissemination around 1000 LST, so that the lead times
available to end users would be somewhat shorter.
x

y

7

b. Interpretation of forecasts
Broadly speaking, the exceedance function x¥n quantifies the uncertainty about river stage Hn that exists
on a particular day. A function with a steep slope im246

FIG. 1. Exceedance functions, xFj, n = 1, 2, 3, specified by
probabilistic river stage forecasts for Eldred, Pennsylvania, on 19
October 1996 with lead times of 24, 48, and 72 h. For any fixed
magnitude hn of river stage Hn to be observed at 0700 LST on day
n, f u n c t i o n s p e c i f i e s the exceedance probability
= P(Hn
> hn). Arrows mark the deterministic (operational) forecasts and
the observed (actual) river stages.
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plies low uncertainty, whereas a function
with a gentle slope implies high uncertainty. Figure 1 apprises the user that the
uncertainty increases with the lead time.
Suppose that some action must be
taken if the river stage exceeds the threshold of 8 ft on day 3. The user can readily
find P(H3 > 8) =
= 0.61 and attach
to it the following interpretation. In the
judgment of the forecaster, given all information available at the time of forecast
preparation, the probability that at 0700
LST on day 3 the river stage H3 will be
above 8 ft is 0.61.
Probabilities of events other than the
exceedance event can be calculated as
well. For instance, the probability of H3
being below 11 ft is P(H3 < 11) = 1 - P(H3
> 11)= 1- X F 3 (11) = 1 - 0 . 1 8 = 0.82. The
probability of H3 being between 8 and 11
ft is
P ( 8 < / / 3 < 11)

TABLE 2. Probabilistic river stage forecasts for Eldred, Pennsylvania, issued
on 19 October 1996 and valid at 0700 LST on each of the following 3 days.
Day, n
Variable

7.9

Actual river stage, h°n [ft]
Deterministic forecast, hn [ft]

1

2

3

11.9

13.9

13.6

12.9

10.4

6.5

Probability P(H> h°)
implied by PRSF "

0.001

0.015

0.025

Probability P(Hn > h)
implied by PRSF "

0.000

0.237

0.812

4.44
3.41
4.00

6.49
2.78
3.00

7.54
3.04
2.00

Parameter values of the PRSF: a n

A,
7'n

=P(H3>S)-P(H3>U)
= vF3(8)-VF3(11) = 0.43.

(7)

[One often hears a statement: the probability of river
stage Hn being equal to hn is so and so. This is a mistake. The fact of the probability calculus is that P(Hn
= hn ) = 0 for any hn because Hn is a continuous random
variable.]
7

0

J

c. Actual river stages
The actual river stage observed at 0700 LST on 19
October 1996 was 7.9 ft; on the following 3 days the
stages were 11.9,13.9, and 13.6 ft. (The official flood
stage is 17 ft, but stages above 11 ft are considered high
water.) The sharp rise between day 0 and day 1 was
caused by the precipitation during the 24-h period from
1200 UTC on 19 October. The PQPF for this period
was used to produce the PRSFs; however, the most
intense precipitation occurred 12 h earlier than in the
expected temporal disaggregation. Hence the river
responded faster than it would under the expected
value QPF. As a result, the actual river stage of 11.9 ft
became an extreme observation, falling in the right tail
of the exceedance function VF1. In particular, the probability of H{ exceeding 11 ft was only P(Hl > 11) =
(l 1) = 0.01 when the forecast was prepared.
The river continued to rise beyond day 1, as additional precipitation fell during the subsequent 24-h
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periods: 0.50 in. from 1200 UTC on 20 October, and
0.23 in. from 1200 UTC on 21 October. This precipitation was not forecast when the PRSF was prepared.
Nevertheless, the forecasting methodology accounts
for the possibility of a river rising beyond the first 24
h. It does this by modeling climatic probability distributions that characterize the uncertainty of transitions
in river stages when a PQPF is not available. The result of this modeling is vivid in Fig. 1. In comparison
with x¥v the exceedance functions XV2 and *P3 have tails
more spread out, each indicating an increased probability of extreme observations. For instance,
P(H{> 11) = 0.01,
P(H2 > 11) = 0.17,
P(H3 > 11) = 0.18.

(8)

The actual river stages, 13.9 ft on day 2 and 13.6 ft on
day 3, happened to be also extreme observations. But
they were no more extreme than the observation on day
1; in particular,
P(H2> 13) = 0.04,
P(H3 > 13) = 0.04.

(9)

As noted earlier, the goodness of an individual
probabilistic forecast cannot be evaluated. For as long
as the exceedance of the observed river stage was forecast as a probable event, the PRSF fulfilled its premise:
it afforded the user a lead time and informed him of
the probability of an event of interest. Observations
247
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that are extreme, in the sense of falling in one of the
tails of the exceedance function , are still probable.
In fact, such observations should occur, with appropriate frequencies, if the PRSFs are well calibrated. We
have just been lucky to observe them on the first trial.
4 . Probabilistic versus deterministic
forecasts
Operational forecasting at the Ohio RFC involves
three steps: (i) composition of deterministic QPFs for
the RFC service area, given QPFs supplied by each
WSFO for its subarea; the QPFs are for four 6-h
subperiods beginning at 1200 UTC; (ii) simulation of
the basin response using the NWSRFS; and (iii) interactive adjustments to model parameters, states,
inputs and outputs; the adjustments are made
judgmentally by a hydrologic forecaster (Wiele and
Smith 1991; Adams and Smith 1993). The resultant
estimates of river stages are transmitted to the WSFO
where they can be further adjusted, based on the latest hydrometeorologic observations, before they are
released to the users.
Pilot testing of the probabilistic forecasting methodology did not involve steps (i) and (iii) of the operational procedure. Consequently, PRSFs and deterministic RSFs are based on somewhat different information, even though all observed data input to the
NWSRFS were the same. Despite this inconsistency,
the two types of forecasts can be contrasted.
a. Deficiencies of deterministic forecasts
The deterministic forecasts prepared operationally
in the morning of 19 October 1996 specified the following estimates of river stages: 12.9 ft for day 1,10.4
ft for day 2, and 6.5 ft for day 3. The day 1 forecast
correctly indicated a rise, although it overestimated the
actual river stage. The days 2 and 3 forecasts, which
indicated a recess, diverged from the actual river
stages. Whereas the magnitude of this divergence depends upon numerous factors, the divergence itself
illustrates a bias endemic to the deterministic forecasting procedure: for rivers that respond to precipitation
in less than 24 h, as is the case here, the procedure underestimates the river stages on days 2 and 3 whenever precipitation occurs on those days. The reason is
twofold: the QPF covers only the first 24-h period, beyond which the precipitation input to the simulation
model is zero; the river stages are estimated as if this
was the true precipitation input.
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The estimates of river stages do not admit a probabilistic interpretation, and this is their second deficiency. The casual yet popular assertion that a forecast provides the "best estimate" of a predictand offers no useful information for the purpose of rational
decision making. Formally, an estimate is best only
relative to the loss function that guided the forecaster's
choice of the estimate. Unless the end user knows this
loss function, the term best is spurious in communicating the estimate; and unless this loss function is
identical with that in the user's decision problem, the
estimate is assuredly not the best for the user.
Having prepared the PRSFs, we can find out the
exceedance probabilities associated with the above
estimates; they are:
P(HX > 12.9) = 0.00,
P(H2 > 10.4) = 0.24,
P(H3> 6.5) = 0.81.

(10)

These probabilities reveal the third deficiency of
deterministic forecasts: the chance of the actual river
stage exceeding the estimate is not stationary but varies with the lead time (and also varies from day to day).
Knowing the exceedance probabilities is necessary for
making optimal decisions, yet the end user of deterministic forecasts cannot know them.
The deficiency of the best estimate, which does not
have a consistent probabilistic interpretation, is underscored by forecasts for day 3. The PRSF quantified the
total uncertainty about H3 in terms of the exceedance
function *P3. Relative to this quantification, the actual
river stage happened to be an extreme point in the right
tail of *F3; the deterministic forecast happened to be a
point in the left tail of *P3. This is a coincidence, but
an instructive one: Had the PRSF been available operationally, would the forecaster issue a deterministic
forecast of 6.5 ft, knowing that the chance of this estimate being exceeded is 81%?
For a variety of reasons, it may be desirable or necessary to continue issuing an official forecast specifying a single estimate. The PRSF will enable the
NWS to prepare such an estimate and attach to it a
consistent probabilistic interpretation. For example,
the estimate hn could be defined as the median of the
predictand Hn"so that P(H> hn) = %(hn) = 0.5. Given
the PRSFs in Fig. 1, the medians are" 8.0, 8.7, and 8.7
ft for days 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The advantage of
this method is that the chance of the estimate being
exceeded by the actual river stage is known explicitly
Vol. 79, No. 2, February 1998
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and is always the same (50% in our example). Hence
it may be easily conveyed to the end user as an additional piece of potentially valuable information.
For users who make decisions that result in significant consequences (economic, social, or otherwise), a
single estimate may be far from optimal (Murphy
1991). Consider, for example, users who incur losses
proportional to the magnitude of the forecast error on
day 3. The median of H3 was 8.7 ft, and it would be an
optimal estimate for users whose marginal loss from
overestimation is identical to the marginal loss from
underestimation. The 75% exceedance fractile of H3
was 7.0 ft, and it would be an optimal estimate for users
whose marginal loss from overestimation is three
times larger than the marginal loss from underestimation. The 25% exceedance fractile of H3 was 10.4 ft,
and it would be an optimal estimate for users whose
marginal loss from overestimation is three times
smaller than the marginal loss from underestimation.
In general, any fractile of H3 would provide an optimal estimate for some user with an asymmetric twopiece linear loss function (Krzysztofowicz 1990). The
point is that when there are multiple users, each having
a different loss function—as is surely the case among
users of the NWS forecasts—the long-cherished notion of the best estimate is vacuous. There is none.
b. Advantages ofprobabilistic forecasts
The PRSF overcomes all deficiencies of a deterministic forecast. The arguments parallel those laid down
by Murphy (1991) in support of probabilistic forecasting of rare events. First, the forecaster can honestly
admit the uncertainty about the predictand. Given all
information available, and equipped with a scientifically based methodology, he quantifies the uncertainty
in terms of the exceedance function n . This function
provides a means of conveying the uncertainty to the
user.
Second, the user can calculate the probability of any
event that is of interest to him (.Hn being above, below, or between thresholds). Moreover, the user can
choose an estimate of Hn that is optimal with respect
to his particular loss function. Statistical decision
theory provides normative models to aid in this task
(Alexandridis and Krzysztofowicz 1985).
Third, there is a utilitarian argument: for any rational decision maker, a probabilistic forecast has an expected economic value at least as high as a deterministic forecast (Murphy 1977; Krzysztofowicz 1983).
The PRSF may benefit not only sophisticated users who own decision support systems, but also users
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

who directly rely upon river forecasts or flood alarms
disseminated to the general public by the NWS. The
uncertainty about river stage Hn can be approximately
conveyed in terms of a credible intervalforecast specifying the median, the 75% exceedance fractile, and the
25% exceedance fractile (all three estimates can be
read off the exceedance function n). The decision to
y

issue a flood alarm can be made according to an optimal decision rule (Krzysztofowicz 1993b):
If P(Hn > h*) > p* and n < n*,
then issue a flood alarm.

(11)

Two elements of the PRSF enter the rule: the forecast
lead time n and the probability of river stage Hn exceeding threshold stage h* (for example, the flood
stage) on day n\ this probability is specified by the
exceedance function as P(Hn > h*) = (/**). The alarm
may be either watch or warning. The probability
thresholdp* and the lead time threshold n* have two
sets of values, one for the watch and another for the
warning. These values are determined via a decision
model that takes into account economic, social, and
behavioral consequences of false alarm, missed flood,
and detection.
In essence, the PRSF and the decision model will
enable the NWS to replace the predominantly arbitrary
hydrologic criteria for issuing flood watches and warnings with rational decision criteria that take into account the risk and the consequences.
5. T o w a r d operational probabilistic
forecasts
The road from pilot research to an operational system is still a long one, but it has been charted. In the
next three years, 1997-99, the NWS plans to develop
a prototype of the probabilistic hydrometeorological
forecast system and to implement it in several offices.
The objective is to demonstrate and test the basic concept of the end-to-end probabilistic forecast process
(Office of Meteorology 1997).
The concept of the end-to-end process embodies the
NWS organizational goal, which is to issue forecasts
having the highest possible value (economic or otherwise) to end users. This goal translates into a requirement that each stage of information processing within
the NWS improves a forecast. To ensure such an improvement, the design of a forecast system must integrate all stages of information processing: from the
249
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production of meteorological guidance forecasts at the
national centers, through the preparation of local precipitation forecasts at the WSFO and the production
of river stage forecasts at the RFC, to decision making concerning the issuance of flood watches and
warnings by the WSFO, and communication of forecasts, watches, and warnings to end users (Uccellini
1996; Wernly and Uccellini 1998).
Implementation of probabilistic forecasting methods at the NWS offices and centers will involve a drastic change of the forecasting paradigm. Deterministic
reasoning used traditionally by forecasters will have
to be supplemented or replaced by probabilistic reasoning. The probabilistic format of forecasts will require new ways of interpreting and communicating
forecasts, watches, and warnings to end users.
It is hoped that discussions of PQPFs and PRSFs,
as initiated in this article, will help the forecasters and
users to forge this new forecasting paradigm. For, as
Zevin (1994) characterized the relation between research and the NWS modernization, "Now, we enter
an era of implementation."
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Stochastic Lagrangian Models
of Turbulent Diffusion
Meteorological Monograph No. 48
by Howard C. Rodean
Until n o w , a t m o s p h e r i c scientists h a v e h a d to learn t h e m a t h e m a t i c a l m a c h i n e r y of t h e t h e o r y
of stochastic processes as they w e n t along. With this m o n o g r a p h , a t m o s p h e r i c scientists are given
a basic u n d e r s t a n d i n g of t h e p h y s i c a l a n d m a t h e m a t i c a l f o u n d a t i o n s of s t o c h a s t i c L a g r a n g i a n
m o d e l s of t u r b u l e n t d i f f u s i o n . T h e c u l m i n a t i o n of f o u r y e a r s of r e s e a r c h , Stochastic
Lagrangian
Models of Turbulent Diffusion d i s c u s s e s a h i s t o r i c a l r e v i e w of B r o w n i a n m o t i o n a n d t u r b u l e n t
d i f f u s i o n ; applicable physics of t u r b u l e n c e ; d e f i n i t i o n s of stochastic d i f f u s i o n ; t h e F o k k e r - P l a n c k
e q u a t i o n ; stochastic d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s for t u r b u l e n t d i f f u s i o n ; criteria for stochastic m o d e l s
of t u r b u l e n t d i f f u s i o n ; t u r b u l e n t d i f f u s i o n in t h r e e d i m e n s i o n s ; a p p l i c a t i o n s of T h o m p s o n ' s
"simplest" solution; application to the convective b o u n d a r y layer; the b o u n d a r y condition p r o b l e m ;
and a p a r a m e t e r i z a t i o n of t u r b u l e n c e statistics for m o d e l i n p u t s .
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